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Note: Some keys like CALL/SMS are not recognized. And they do not appear on screen. You will need to use a proper
multisim key with those values. For example for Call/SMS: 0018100018200F10B1234567890 If you are using any other
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simulator, that uses a different WLAN method (PCS or DFS) you will need to use the proper key. After you enter the SIM PIN,
the next thing to do is to enter the PIN on the Nokia phone. You can see the PIN on the screen while entering it. For both GSM
and CDMA phones, you need to use the same PIN for your GSM and CDMA phone. Warning: Do not remove any default sim
card from the Nokia phone (like the SIM1 card that was already present on the phone). This way you will lose both phone
network SIMs and the new sim card can not be used. There is a very small chance that your Nokia phone will have only one SIM
and no SIM2 slot. In this case, you will be able to use only your Nokia sim card. If that happens, you need to insert a sim card
from another phone to unlock it. You can easily find out if the Nokia phone is unlocked if you use another phone and if that
phone can find your Nokia phone, it means that the Nokia phone is unlocked. Step 5: Install the new SIM and start using your
new phone Insert the new SIM into your Nokia phone and make sure that it was inserted correctly. If not, you will get a message
"the SIM could not be inserted". If the SIM is inserted correctly, connect it to the Nokia phone (with the SIM in the correct
orientation). You will see a message "SIM is connected". If there is no connection message, the sim card is probably not inserted
or not correctly inserted. If you already have a GSM Nokia phone, it will have two SIM slots. If you have a CDMA Nokia
phone, it will have two SIM slots as well, but the SIM2 slot will be empty (since the SIM2 slot is used for the phone network sim
card). Using the new SIM card that you installed in Step 3, you will be able to use the mobile internet and the GPRS data
services on your Nokia phone. We highly recommend that you use a data plan. Even if your 82157476af
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